Top reasons to work at the AMA

Our mission

To promote the art and science of medicine, and the betterment of public health.

The AMA’s longstanding mission statement is both straightforward and comprehensive. We are proud of its wisdom, timeless relevance and clarity in defining and guiding the work we do.

Why work at the AMA? Jobs at the AMA:

- Play a vital role in advancing public health and health care
- Make a difference by contributing to results-focused initiatives
- Work with some of the brightest minds in medical education, advocacy, product innovation and beyond
- Join an organization that values ongoing learning, wellness and social responsibility

Related articles

- What’s it like to work at the AMA?
- The AMA’s commitment to workplace diversity, equity and inclusion
- Thrive and grow in your career: Professional development with the AMA
- Work life at the AMA: Employee spotlight
- AMA internships and fellowships
- AMA Employee Resource Groups (ERGs)
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